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ABSTRACT
Leaders stand out for what they say and how they say it.
This work describes the impact of the language style of emergent leaders in small group discussions based on 7 hours
of audio from English spoken discussions recorded with a
ubiquitous platform. For the language style analysis, word
categories are extracted from manual transcriptions of the
discussions as well as from automatically detected keywords.
The most relevant word categories are then used to predict
the emergent leader in each group. Our findings reveal that
non-privacy sensitive word categories like amount of words,
conjunctions and assent are good predictors of emergent
leadership. The emergent leader can be correctly inferred
in a fully automatic approach with up to 82% accuracy using categories derived from keywords, and up to 86% using
categories derived from full manual transcriptions.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In organizations today, group leaders are the interface to
the problems that the organization faces, give them priorities, and propose solutions to be implemented by the group
members. With globalization, the fast development of technology and the personal shifting among different geographical locations, there is an increasing need for effective selforganization and cooperation in newly formed groups. To
cover this need in organizations, the emergent leader concept
is becoming relevant. Emergence of leadership is an spontaneous phenomenon that occurs everywhere, whenever there
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is a group of unacquainted people in which decisions need
to be made. An emergent leader is defined as a person that
integrates the group towards a common goal having her/his
leading force initiative based on the sympathy of the group
[27].
Emergent leadership is a universal phenomenon. A leader
plays a critical role in social movements, as well as governmental, educational, medical, industrial and military settings. The role of the leader has implications on cooperation, cohesion, communication and coordination towards
accomplishment of goals. Providing feedback to the leader,
on how she/he engaged and persuade her/his work-team,
or if she or he created a cohesive group, could enhance future communication patterns that could be reflected in the
group’s behavior. Such feedback information is starting to
be embedded in awareness tools [16, 3].
The study of organizational phenomena like leadership is
becoming relevant in ubiquitous and social computing as
recording and analyzing sensor data is becoming more common in daily-natural scenarios, moving from lab rooms to
in-field gathering of data [20, 6]. Today, interacting groups
can be recorded with high-quality portable commercial microphone arrays designed for small groups [1, 9]. The high
quality audio allows extraction of reliable prosodic features
as well as automatic speech recognition.
Leaders stand out in such a way that the group believes
he or she, rather than someone else, can make the most
of individual differences towards a common objective [27].
The first attempt to identify emergent leaders through their
verbal and nonverbal communication was presented in [27],
where observers were able to identify the emergent leader
by listening to filtered audio or looking at the full transcription of the interaction. Recent work in computing has examined the problem of detecting emergent leaders in small
groups, using audio-video recordings in which groups from
unacquainted people are recorded while solving a task. On
one hand, in [25] emergent leaders were automatically inferred by considering only nonverbal information extracted
from audio and video, with an accuracy of up to 85%. On
the other hand, emergent leaders can be identified in asynchronous and remote small group scenarios by considering
the interactions in the group as a social network or a virtual
team, in which the main source of information are posted
messages in a discussion board or web-based collaborative
tools [28, 4].
Many aspects of our identity and relationships are embedded in the words we say or write [22, 7, 14, 10]. Existing
findings in psychology reveal a strong connection between

personality traits and the language embedded in written
or spoken forms [17, 22]. Language cues also provide information in the prediction of successful relationships [12].
Language has also been used to analyze the presidentiality
of candidates by using manual transcriptions from publicly
available interviews, speeches and debates [26].
The use of high quality audio recordings in scenarios in
which privacy is not an issue, allows verbal content analysis.
We present a solution to the problem of identifying emergent leaders from automatically transcribed spoken words
in face-to-face group interactions, using high quality audio
from ubiquitous devices. We are not aware of any work
that has attempted to use automatic transcription of spoken words in interactions for predicting emergent leaders.
We study two novel research questions in the context of predicting emergent leadership in small groups using ubiquitous
sensing and automatic analysis. First, is there a correlation
between how the emergent leader is perceived and his verbal language style (as opposed to nonverbal cues)? And secondly, can emergent leadership be inferred from only partial
verbal samples of the full conversation? The language style
is extracted using a psychological validated state-of-the-art
content analysis module (LIWC), and investigated both under ideal condition (clean manual speech transcriptions) and
realistic automated condition where a highly accurate keyword spotter is used in the audio channel. Our findings first
reveal a significant correlation between language styles and
the perceived emergent leader in the group. Second, a simple
word counting approach can also provide an accurate inference of perceived dominance, a variable related (although
not identical) to leadership. Third, by using fully automatic
extraction of verbal content we can correctly identify the
emergent leaders with an accuracy of up to 82%.
In Section 2, we describe our approach, followed by the
description of the corpus used in Section 3. In Section 4, we
explain the verbal feature extraction, as well as the leadership inference methods. In Section 5, we present the analysis
of our results. Our final discussion and conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2.

level categories defined by psychologists.
For the emergent leader analysis, we generate individual
files per participant accumulating their respective dialog segments and keywords, and then extract the language categories per participant using LIWC. As we work with transcriptions and ASR, we do not compute the categories that
involve punctuations like periods, dots, exclamation, etc.
With the resulting 64 word categories, we perform a feature selection applying support vector machine-recursive feature elimination (SVM-RFE). Finally, using the top relevant
features from the categories, we use a supervised method to
automatically infer the emergent leader using the top relavant features. Figure 1 shows our approach. In our work,
we address two goals:
1. Identify the top relevant word categories that have a
connection with emergent leadership and dominance.
2. Inference of the emergent leader and the perceived
dominant person in a small group in a fully automated
way using a portable microphone array.

OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

The analysis for the verbal content is based on a subset of
the ELEA corpus [25], containing approximately 7 hours of
audio. The corpus contains English spoken meetings, which
are formed with unacquainted people, and recorded in several places using a commercial portable microcone [1]. The
corpus contains groups of three and four participants that
are asked to solve the winter survival task as a group while
being recorded. It also contains questionnaire outputs on
how they perceived the other participants during the interaction.
From the audio recordings, we generate a manual word
transcription from the whole interaction. The scripted conversations are performed by a professional company that required only the audio files. In addition, we run an automatic
keyword spotting detection system. Potential (most probable) keywords detected by the system and assigned with
their confidence are automatically obtained.
From both the full manual transcriptions and detected
keywords, we proceed to extract word categories using the
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count software (LIWC) [2].
LIWC is a text content software that allows language analysis (from text, transcribed speech, blogs etc.) based on high

Figure 1: Our approach.

3. SENSORS AND DATA
To record the conversation in the group we use the Microcone, a commercial microphone array designed to record
small group conversations of up to six participants [1]. The
microcone is fully portable and works directly with a laptop
and thus constitutes a pervasive platform in the workplace.
Figure 2(a) shows the microcone device and an example of
a recorded group from the corpus (2(b)). The microcone
records the conversation at 16kHz and provides an automatically estimated speaking segmentation by the end of
the recording. The segmentation per speaker is performed

using a filter-sum beamformer followed by a post-filtering
stage [1].
The corpus consists of approximately 7 hours of recorded
meetings. There are 20 four-person meetings and 9 threeperson meetings composed of previously unacquainted people. The participants were asked to participate in the Winter Survival Task with no roles predefined. We chose the
Winter Survival Test given that it is the most cited test in
studies related to small group performance and leadership.
It is focused on ranking a list of items in order to survive
an airplane crash in winter [15]. The ranking is performed
first individually and then as a team, to favor interaction between the participants and allow the emergence of the leader.
Video was also available for ground-truth generation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Setup of the corpus: (a) The microcone
audio recording device and (b) Recorded group from
the corpus, the microcone is placed in the center of
the table (highlighted in red).
The participants in our data were given questionnaires
that measure the perceived interaction (in a scale from 1-5)
through the variables: perceived leadership (PLeadership:
a person that is involved, directs the group) and perceived
dominance (PDominance: a person that is in a position of
power, dominates). The questionnaire contains 16 items,
from which 4 variables are measured capturing leadership,
dominance, competence and liking. Additionally, questionnaires from self-reported personality are available. In this
study, we concentrate only on the perception of leadership
and dominance. The scores from the perceived interaction
are averaged considering the number of participants in the
group to have a group perception score, such that the participant with the highest score in PLeadership is considered
as the emergent leader in the group. Similarly, the participant with the highest score in Pdominance is considered the
dominant person in the group.

4.

AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OF EMERGENT LEADERSHIP

This section details the procedure followed in order to
obtain the word categories from the conversations and estimation techniques that we use. Among the goals that we
address, automatically extracted word categories are needed
in order to infer the emergent leader and the perceived dominant person in the group using a supervised model.

4.1 Full Transcription
For each audio recording, we generate the full transcription of the conversations. The transcriptions were generated
manually, performed by a professional company from only

the audio recordings. The level of the transcriptions inlcudes time stamps, gender, natural utterances, description
of events like crosstalk or laughter. Additionally, whenever
there were long pause segments (silence), they are interpreted as sequences of dots (e.g., a 5 second pause of speech
is captured as “.....”) and unintelligible speech or inaudible
words are described as “xxxx”. Few manual transcriptions
failed in tracking speakers due to similarities in tone of voice.
For the incorrectly transcribed recordings, the corresponding video files were used to correct the transcriptions. Each
group transcription is segmented to have individual speech
transcription files per participant.

4.2 Keyword Spotter
As a keyword spotting system (KWS), we use a relatively complex system based on Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR). Our LVCSR is built
on HMM/GMMs and is trained on 16 kHz multi-distant
microphone recordings from several standard meeting corpora (ICSI, NIST, AMI) [11]. The LVCSR system decodes
the input speech in several passes. The acoustic models
are trained discriminatively and in speaker adaptive manner. We also use state-of-the-art discriminatively trained
posterior-based speech features trained using Neural Networks.
During the decoding, a 50k dictionary is used together
with a 3-gram Language Model. Such system reaches a
Word Error Rate (WER) of about 3% on the well-known
Wall Street Journal task (reading Wall Street Journal Sentences, in this case independent-head microphone recordings
provided by same datasets are used for training of acoustic
models)1 .
To perform the search of selected keywords in meeting
recordings, the recordings are first pre-processed using the
LVCSR system that produces word recognition lattices (representing the set of most probable hypotheses generated by
the LVCSR). The word lattices are then converted into a
candidate term index accompanied with times and detection scores. The detection scores are represented by the
word posterior probabilities, estimated from the lattices using the forward-backward reestimation algorithm [8], and
defined as:
X
P (Wi ; ts , te ) =
P (Wij ; ts , te |xttes ),
(1)
Q

where Wi is the hypothesized word identity spanning the
time interval t ∈ (ts , te ); ts and te denote the start and end
time interval, respectively; j denotes the occurrence of word
Wi in the lattice; xttes denotes the corresponding partition
of the input speech (the observation feature sequence) and
Q represents a set of all word hypotheses sequences in the
lattice that contain the hypothesized word Wi in t ∈ (ts , te ).
Keyword spotting system is performed on our full corpus
to extract verbal cues from all the recordings. Obtained
manual transcriptions are then used to evaluate the keyword
spotter on target data.
Our recordings are acoustically very challenging due to
several reasons:
• the corpus is recorded using multi-distant microphones,
1
www.amiproject.org/ami-scientificportal/documentation/annual-reports/pdf/D4 2.pdf/view

• there are many cross-talk segments created by multiple
speakers,
• the interaction represent an open vocabulary scenario.
Since the obtained manual transcriptions are not segmented (according to time into speech/silence), we evaluate
the keyword spotting system only in terms of ASR using
WER. The achieved WER is about 60%. Although this is a
quite high number, it also includes errors due to many crosstalks and mainly due to lack of speech/non-speech segmentation (many insertions in non-speech parts of recordings appear and are used for scoring). By applying automatic segmentation, keyword spotter could perform reasonably well
as it has been shown on real lecture recording scenarios [19].

4.3 Automatic Analysis of Verbal Content
In a spontaneous conversation, people do not control often how or when to use pronouns, articles or auxiliary verbs,
but their unconscious use has an impact in the listener and
reflects the individual linguistic style. For instance, the preferences in the use of function words have been proved to be
related to individuals with skills to socialize [7].
In order to analyze the linguistic style by using high level
word categories, we use LIWC to process the full manual
transcriptions per participant. Similarly, we extract the
word categories from the verbal content captured with the
keyword spotter, using only the words with high score posterior probability. In order to keep most accurate words,
we use a high threshold score from -1 to 0, where 0 is the
highest score for a given word (100% accuracy).
The LIWC dictionary is composed of almost 4,500 words
[21]. Each word belongs to one or more word categories. For
example, the word “agree” is part of three word categories:
affect, posemo and assent. So, whenever the word “agree” is
found, the scores in the categories posemo and assent will
be incremented. Additionally, the positive emotion category
(posemo) belongs to a higher category that considers all the
emotion words (affect), so this general category will be also
incremented. More details on the categories and the dictionary can be found in [2].
For the extraction of categories, we consider 64 categories.
Since the scenario is a conversation, punctuations are not
considered as relevant as the verbal content per se, thus discarded from the analysis. The results from the categories are
interpreted as percentages of full content (speech transcription or keywords per participant), except for the WC category (word count) which only accumulates the total number
of words per participant.
Considering the resulting 64 categories from the full transcription, 12 categories were discarded from the analysis due
to low to null occurrences (e.g. money, religion, etc.). This
gives 52 categories for analysis.
As a first exploratory step, we performed a correlation
analysis in order to see the potential of applying a classification method. A Pearson correlation was computed per
group, followed by a Fisher transformation, then a T-test
was applied to validate the significance, and the mean correlation values were computed using the Fisher inverse function.

4.4 Feature Selection
To analyze the relevance of the features coded from the
word categories described in Section 4.3, we use SVM-RFE

based on a 5-fold cross-validation approach.
Considering the 52 categories obtained from LIWC, we
performed SVM-RFE in order to obtain the top most informative features. For the process, we used two SVM-RFE
respectively for groups with three and four participants, considering as Emergent-Leader (class 1) and Non-EmergentLeader (class 0), and similarly for Perceived-Dominant (class
1) and Non-Dominant (class 0). The labels are assigned
considering the outputs from the questionnaires described
in Section 3, such that the person with the highest score
in perceived leadership is assigned with the label EmergentLeader per group. Similarly, the perceived dominant label
is assigned. We use a 5-fold cross validation approach to
obtain the top ranked features.

4.5 Inferring the Emergent Leader and the
Perceived Dominant Person
To infer the emergent leader in the group and the perceived dominant person, we use a supervised method in
which the input is a feature vector composed of the top
20 categories selected from the SVM-RFE described in the
previous section.
We employ a linear kernel SVM (k(x, x′ ) = hx, x′ i) by
using a leave-one-meeting-out approach. As SVM outputs,
we obtain posterior probabilities instead of class labels [23],
resulting from fitting a sigmoid function
P (class = 1|d) =

1
1 + eAd+B ,

(2)

where d are the decision values of the SVM, and A and
B are estimated by minimizing the negative log-likelihood
function. The outputs are then interpreted such that we
assign only one Emergent-Leader label (class 1) per group,
computed by:
Emergent − Leader f = arg max(Pi (class = 1|d)),

(3)

i

where f represents the input feature vector (composed
of the top word categories), nP art is the number of participants in the group, and i = 1, 2, .., nP art. Finally, the
emergent leader in the group is the one with the highest
posterior probability belonging to class 1. We follow similar
procedure for the perceived dominant person in the group.
Considering the amount of participants and meetings in
the corpus, the random accuracy in this case is 27.6%, given
that we have 20 meetings with four participants and 9 meetings with three participants.

5. RESULTS
In this section we present the results for the prediction of
the emergent leader in the group and the perceived dominant person using automatically extracted features. First,
we present the correlation analysis results using the manual
transcriptions. Then we present the resulting top categories
using SVM-RFE and their accuracy in the inference of the
emergent leader.

5.1 Leadership and Dominance Language
Styles
In this section we present correlations of the top word categories and the perceived leadership and dominance. The
Pearson correlations are computed per group, followed by

Category
WC
assent
funct
WPS
article
time
conj
work

PLeadership
0.819∗
-0.747∗
0.645∗
0.503∗
0.415
0.400+
0.391+
0.349+

PDominance
0.680∗
-0.549∗
0.568∗
0.301
0.564∗
0.466
0.562∗
0.379+

Table 1: Correlation values between word categories
from the manual transcription and perceived variables PLeadership and PDominance. Significance
values + : p < 0.05, ∗ : p < 0.01.
a Fisher transformation. Then, mean correlation values are
computed, followed by a T-test that validates the significance. As a final step, we compute the inverse Fisher transformation of the mean values.
Table 1 shows only the top high correlated values for the
two variables. As we can observe, for the variable PLeadership the highest correlation corresponds to the category
WC (word count), followed by the assent category. The
negative correlation suggest that the perceived leaders use
less words from this category (for instance “agree”, “mm*”,
“ok”, “yeah”, “yes”). Further, the WPS category (words per
sentence) shows a high correlation with PLeadership, suggesting that the emergent leader produces longer sentences.
Similarly for the PDominance case, the highest correlation
is again with the category WC, followed by the funct category (total function words, this category includes pronouns
and articles).

5.2 Feature Selection
The features described in this section correspond to the resulting outputs from the SVM-RFE based on a 5-fold crossvalidation approach. The features correspond to the top
word categories from the manual speech transcription and
keywords. For the analysis, we used separated SVM-RFE
training and test sets for groups with three and four participants.

5.2.1 Full transcription
In the full transcription case, for groups with four participants the top 20 ranked features that discriminate between
Emergent-Leaders and Non-Emergent-Leaders are shown in
Table 2, left. Similarly, the top 20 ranked features according
to the SVM-RFE that can discriminate between the classes
Perceived-Dominant and Non-Dominant are listed in Table 2. As we can observe, the ranking of relevance of the
categories differs between the two sets (i.e., for groups with
three and four participants).
Although the orders in the ranking of the features for
the variable PLeadership between the groups differ, there
are 9 categories that appear to be relevant in the two
sets. The similar categories in PLeadership capture linguistic processes (WC, article, verb and conj ), cognitive processes (certain), perceptual processes (see and hear ), biological processes (bio) and a spoken category (assent). Similarly for PDominance, from the 20 top categories, there
are 9 common relevant categories for the two groups although in different ranking. The categories include linguistic processes (WC, article and negate), affective processes

Top
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

PLeadership
Gp 3
Gp 4
conj
WC
ingest
see
negate
hear
body
you
filler
achieve
funct
article
WC
adverb
see
quant
negemo
certain
assent
bio
bio
assent
hear
we
excl
pronoun
discrep
social
verb
conj
certain
death
present
verb
article
affect
future
cause
space
WPS

PDominance
Gp 3
Gp 4
conj
WC
incl
motion
article
tentat
WC
negate
hear
excl
negate
filler
assent
we
verb
achieve
social
certain
discrep
incl
ipron
space
ingest
article
funct
Sixltr
i
you
cause
ingest
negemo
hear
work
feel
motion negemo
nonfl
quant
tentat
future

Table 2: Top 20 word categories from the SVMRFE, resulting from categories extracted from the
manual transcription.

(negemo), cognitive processes (incl and tentav ), perceptual
processes (hear ), biological processes (ingest) and relativity
(motion).
Note also that PLeadership and PDominance have categories in common. Although this could suggest that both
concepts share a language style, there are also clear differences in the top categories that captures PDominance
(among groups with three and four participants). For example, the categories motion, negate (negations), tentat (tentative), ipron (impersonal pronouns) and negemo (negative
emotion), that captures PDominance are not relevant for
PLeadership.

5.2.2 Keywords
The top ranked categories derived from the most accurate
keywords are shown in Table 3. As we can observe, the category word count (WC ) is the most relevant category for the
Emergent-Leader class in the two sets of groups. In contrast
for the variable PDominance, only for groups with four participants the category WC is relevant, and for groups with
three participants WC is not in the top 20 ranked features.
Considering the top categories for the variable PLeadership, only 4 categories are similar among the two set of
groups (see Table 3, left). For the case of PDominance, 8
categories are commonly relevant among the groups in the
top 20 (see Table 3, right).
Although the automatic keyword spotter can not recover
the full conversation (due to overlaps, words that are not in
the dictionary, and other reasons) it captures the interaction
by recovering some top categories from the full transcription.
For groups with three participants, the categories extracted from the keywords for the variable PLeadership are
consistent with the categories considering the full transcription, such that there is an overlap of 8 categories among the
top 20. Additionally, some other categories are captured,

PDominance
Gp 3
Gp 4
affect
assent
you
WC
adverb cogmech
posemo
time
quant
funct
filler
bio
work
past
we
negate
future
inhib
time
leisure
verb
work
tentat
filler
relativ
adverb
Sixltr
motion
leisure
ipron
certain
relativ
social
social
negate
percept
Dic
insight
assent
verb

Table 3: Top 20 word categories from the SVMRFE, resulting from categories extracted from the
keyword spotter.

if the hierarchical category is considered. For example the
verb category (top 15 from the full transcription in Table
2), includes the subcategories adverb and auxverb, that are
captured in the top 20 categories from the keywords (see
Table 3, top 4 and 14). For the case of four participants, 7
out of the top 20 categories are recovered, and it also captures subcategories that appear in high categories from the
full transcription, e.g., the posemo and negemo categories
(top 4 and 6 from Table 3) are subcategories of the affect
category (top 18 from Table 2).
Similarly for the variable PDominance, 6 categories overlap considering the top ranked categories for groups with
three participants. For groups with four participants, although only 4 categories overlap one-to-one, higher categories captured from the keywords appear as relevant categories in the full transcription, e.g., cogmech category(top 3
from Table 3) includes the subcategories tentat, excl, certain
and incl (tops 3, 5, 9 and 10 respectively from Table 2).
As we can observe from Tables 2 and 3, the top ranked
categories capture the discussion, such that the interaction
involves decisions about motion, time and the needs in order
to survive an accident. Although some top categories are
linked to the context, other categories more related to the
language style (free of the context) are relevant in order to
discriminate between Emergent-Leaders and Non-EmergentLeaders (e.g., WC, conj, excl and assent). While the WC
does not exactly reflect language style, it provides relevant
information in the perception of leadership and dominance.
Despite the fact that the keyword spotter can not recover
exactly the top 20 relevant categories for PLeadership (from
the manual transcription), it captures a significant number
of top categories in a one-to-one-base (7 categories out of
20).

5.3 Inference with Manual Transcriptions

The results in this section show performance on the top
20 features obtained from the SVM-RFE and the manual
transcriptions described in the previous section.
Figure 3 shows the performance of the perceived emergent
leader inference method, using categories derived from the
full transcription. As we can observe, the best overall performance is 86.2% reached by using the top 12 and 13 ranked
features, having 25 correctly inferred emergent leaders, out
of the total of 29 leaders in the corpus. For groups with
three participants, the best performance is already reached
starting with the top 8 features. For the case of four participants, more features are needed to achieve the highest
accuracy (12 features).
30
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PLeadership
Gp 3
Gp 4
WC
WC
incl
relativ
time
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adverb
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space
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Figure 3: Performance of Perceived Emergent Leaders in the corpus, considering the full transcription.
For the perceived dominant person in the group (Fig. 4),
the top 10 and 11 ranked features provide the best achieved
performance, namely 69.0%, i.e., 20 dominant participants
are correctly inferred. As we can observe for groups with
four participants, one single feature provides 50% accuracy
(the category WC ), and the best performance is reached
with the top 10 and 11 ranked features. For the case of
groups with three participants, more features are needed,
starting from top 14 on, to get the best performance, inferring accurately all the 9 perceived dominant participants in
the three person groups.
30
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Figure 4: Performance of Perceived Dominant person in the corpus, considering the full transcription.

5.4 Inference with Keywords
The results in this section show performance for the resulting top 20 features from the SVM-RFE and the keywords
described in Section 5.2.2.
Figure 5 shows the performance of the perceived emergent leader inference method, using the most accurate detected keywords. As we can observe, the best performance
is 82.8%, reached by using the top 13 ranked features, having 24 correctly inferred emergent leaders, out of 29 in the

corpus. This performance is only marginally lower than the
one obtained with manual transcriptions. For groups with
three participants, the top 4-5 features provide the same
performance as using the top 12 to 15. For groups with four
participants although the performance is relatively high with
only one feature (WC, the 13 out of the 20 perceived leaders), 13 top ranked features are needed to reach the highest
performance (16 out of 20).

Number of Correctly Inferred Leaders
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Figure 5: Performance of Perceived Emergent Leaders in the corpus, considering only keywords
Finally, for the perceived dominant person in the group,
the best performance is 79.3% by considering the top 6 categories, which results in 23 correctly inferred most dominant participants out of the 29. Surprisingly the performance using keywords is higher than the one obtained with
manual transcriptions. This performance could be due to
the fact that the keyword spotter could overestimate words
from categories that are highly correlated with dominance,
e.g. negemo (negative emotions). As an aside research line,
we plan to explore the hypothesis that the keyword spotter
could overestimate words from specific word categories.
Number of Correctly Inferred Dominant Person
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Dominants
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Number of Word Categories

per participant, derived from the automatic speech/nonspeech segmentation provided by the microcone [1]. We then
used an unsupervised method that infers the leader in the
group. The inference selects the participant with the maximum amount of speaking time in the group as the emergent
leader. Such method gives us an accuracy of 72.5%, which
performs relatively similar as reported in the literature in
the social computing area. For example, 60% accuracy was
reported in [25] considering only amount of speaking time
in order to predict leadership and up to 72% accuracy with
more prosodic features and using complex machine learning
techniques.
For the perceived dominant person, our accuracy using a
rule based inference using as feature the amount of speaking
time reaches about 55.2%. Previous works reported accuracies ranging from 40 to 85%, considering only speaking time
feature [25, 13]. The performance increases considerably,
ranging from 75-90% accuracy when more prosodic features
are used with more complex supervised methods [24, 5, 13].

20

Figure 6: Performance of Perceived Dominant person in the corpus, considering only keywords.

5.5 Comparison with Previous Literature
The emergent leadership phenomenon as well as the dominance trait have been explored previously in social psychology and social computing areas. Psychologist have
shown strong correlations between leadership and participation (amount of time that a person spent talking) derived
from manual transcriptions or filtered audio [27]. Also, high
amount of speaking time within small group interactions is
correlated with dominance [18].
Based on previous findings from psychologists and in order to have a relative comparison in the context of predicting
the emergent leader using as feature the amount of speaking time. First, we computed the amount of speaking time

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the language style that characterize people being perceived as leaders and dominants. For
the language analysis, word categories were extracted from
manual transcriptions and an automatic keyword spotter using 7 hours of recorded interactions. By using the top relevant word categories and a supervised method, we inferred
the emergent leader and the perceived dominant person in
the group.
Our analysis on the relevance of categories shows that perceived leadership uses words related to motion (to walk or
to stay), space (map, far, close, etc) and basic needs (eat,
sleep, etc). This is clearly scenario-dependent and suggests
that the emergent leader gets involved in the scenario, in this
case the decision making process of how to survive an airplane crash in winter. Although some categories are linked
to the context, other relevant categories like WC, conj, excl
and assent (i.e., free of the context and non-privacy sensitive) are informative in order to discriminate the emergent
leader.
While the WC feature (word count) does not exactly reflect language style, it provides relevant information in the
perception of leadership and dominance. The WC category
can be considered as a feature correlated with the amount
of speaking time. In that sense, our findings are consistent
with previous work, such that the amount of speaking time
is highly correlated with dominance [18, 13] and the perception of a leader [27, 25].
Despite the fact that the keyword spotter can not recover exactly the top 20 relevant categories for leadership
extracted from the manual transcription, it captures a significant number of the top categories on a one-by-one-base (7
categories out of 20). The performance of the keyword spotter regarding inference of the emergent leader is promisingly
high (82.8%), as compared with the performance of the manual transcription (86.2%). For the case of perceived dominance, the use of the manual transcription provides only
69% accuracy, while for the case of keyword spotter output,
a better performance is reached (up to 79.3%). The results
using an automatic keyword spotter suggest that accurate
inferences can be done in a relatively short amount of time.
It is worth to mention that the performance of the keyword
spotter is high, considering that the audio track is challeng-

ing due to an open vocabulary scenario and many cross-talk
segments. Finally, a keyword spotting system can be implemented in a realistic scenario (in an automated and fast
process).
We can detect several future research lines. First, the
verbal content has been analyzed considering only English
spoken meetings, such that we can not generalize our findings in the perception of emergent leadership to other spoken languages. More data would be needed to confirm our
findings. Second, prosodic features could be used as additional source of information, more specifically to augment
information derived from categories that capture positive or
negative emotions.
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